Abstract-An algorithm has been developed that allows extremely efficient calculation of the total time of flight of an acoustic ray through two layer media, taking into account the effects of refraction through a 3D non-planar surface. The approach has been implemented on GP-GPU hardware, and embedded within the Total Focussing Method (TFM) imaging algorithm. This new software module supports arbitrary location of probe elements, array element directivity, arbitrary curved interface between two media, arbitrary transmit/receive sequences and any 1D/2D/3D image size for reconstructing the ultrasonic image from raw RF ultrasonic data. This allows calculation of the Point Spread Function of the probe at a range of points in its field of view, in a practical timeframe. Methodology, performance benchmarks, and possible applications are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
TFM is an algorithm that utilizes "Full Matrix Capture" (FMC) -a method of acquiring a complete set of all combinations of pulse-echo signals possible to obtain with an ultrasonic phased array probe [1] . In TFM, for each pixel of the image, the following operations have to be performed. For each transmitter/receiver pair,
1) calculate time of flight of sound along the path between the transmitting element, trough the refracting interface, to the pixel and back to the receiving element; 2) accumulate the echo value from respective A-scan memory and save as pixel value
Compared to classic beam forming imaging methods currently used in the NDE industry, TFM offers improved image quality because all pixels in the image lie in the centre of their respective focal points. However, to date high computational cost of this method prevents it from gain widespread acceptance. A range of implementations, balancing in-place computation, pre-computation, symmetries, calculation decomposition and reordering, memory alignment considerations and other algorithmic and hardware-related optimizations have been already attempted [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , showing how important it is to maximize performance of imaging algorithms.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this work, we consider an imaging case where the probe is positioned in, or in contact with medium 1 of wave velocity 1, the waves are sent and received through a 3D curved interface into medium 2 with wave velocity 2, and the image of reflectors in medium 2 is sought, as depicted in Fig.1 .
Here, x, y, z prefixes and suffixes denote 3D coordinate system; *0 denotes beginning of the image volume; n* denotes number of pixels in given dimension; d* denotes size of pixel in given dimension. "Tx" stands for "Transmit" or "Transmitting" and "Rx" stands for "Receive" or "Receiving" element of the probe. The most computationally demanding part of the TFM process is the calculation of Time of Flight (ToF) for an acoustic ray from the Tx element, through the refracting interface, to the image pixel of interest, and then back to the Rx element. In this work, we decompose the computational domain into "Z lines" -image lines lying along Z-direction, as depicted in Fig.2 . Here we assume that the refracting interface is "smooth", to an extent that the approximations, as described later in this document, are valid.
For each probe element and Z-line combination, we introduce a function ToF=f(z) that describes the time of flight from that probe element to all points of interest along the Z-line of the image. This is a nonlinear function of element location, Z-line location, medium 1 and medium 2 wave velocity, and refracting interface shape. It is therefore a rather complicated function involving solution of Fermat's problem (shortest time of flight trough multiple media), and a description of the interface between media.
Here we note that for practical applications, this function is a smooth function of space (z), in addition to certain constants. We choose to sample this function using classic ToF calculation method, and obtain an interpolating polynomial that approximates the exact solution for all pixels along the Z-line. We then store the coefficients of this interpolating polynomial and use it for evaluating the ToF during the TFM imaging process. We find the inherent inaccuracy of this approach acceptable for the application, however, detailed analysis of the interpolation error is beyond the scope of this communication.
Importantly, it happens that such approach is very well suited for execution on GP-GPU type processors.
Additionally, in order to quickly translate the sampled ToFs into the polynomial coefficients, we introduce a least squares problem solver that takes fixed input size and fixed problem order. This allows us to compile a linear, non-branching code that utilizes fixed amount of intermediate memory locations, mostly Fused Multiply-Accumulate (FMA) instructions and a single reciprocal per problem. As such, multiple problem solvers execute in parallel on the GPU in a very efficient manner. We therefore have a process that can be divided into 3 phases: We further decompose all of these steps in such way as to hide instruction latencies, optimise memory access patterns,
III. COMPARING PERFORMANCE OF IMAGING ALGORITHMS
In order to enable comparison of performance of various imaging methods, we introduce a computation unit of propagation "Paths per second". Path is an event of calculating the time of flight between the probe element and a point in the image space. If pulse-echo operation is utilized, one has to calculate 2 paths per transmission-reception event. For TFM algorithm, the calculation cost is given by a product of numbers of pulse-echo signals to integrate per pixel, and a number of pixels to compute. For an example imaging scenario with 64-element probe, FMC and TFM imaging mode, Longitudinal-to-Longitudinal waves only, image size of 1024*1024 pixels, we have 2*1024 2 *64 2 =8.6*10 9 paths to calculate.
It is appreciated that at this point, various reductions, symmetries, caches and other optimizations of the process can be applied; we consider all of these to be benefits of the given process, and use the base TFM cost as comparative measure of implementation efficiency.
IV. BENCHMARK RESULTS
The new implementation has been evaluated using a NVidia GTX480 card with reference settings. As the algorithm is executed on GPU only, the remaining computer components do not affect the execution speed.
Using large reference set of data, and assuming a curved refracting interface described by a 5th order polynomial, we obtain imaging efficiency of 28*10 9 paths/second. This count assumes that all the relevant data is already on the GPU board, and the result will be consumed on the GPU. Data transfer time is excluded.
For the imaging scenario as described above, frame rate of 3.3 images/second can be expected, subject to data acquisition, display, and other constraints. Since the imaging process is completely parallel, multiple GPUs can be utilized to further accelerate the practical application.
V. APPLICATION FOR PROBE AND INSPECTION DESIGN
A simple FMC data simulator has been created and validated against experimental data. This simulator allows placement of a point-like reflector anywhere in the imaging scene to obtain simulated FMC data that can be then processed into realistic TFM image using the algorithm described in Fig  2. Since the reflector is point-like, the resulting image is a Point-Spread Function (PSF) resulting from the combination of probe properties (count of elements, location of elements, element impulse response) and imaging scenario (probe location, medium velocity, refracting surface properties, location of the reflector). From the PSF we calculate focal spot size, side lobe/side spot amplitude, and other indicators that together can form an image quality (IQ) measure. Since the entire process is relatively cheap in terms of computational efficiency (in range of 1 second per IQ), this offers opportunities to perform a parameter sweep on any of the constituting parameters. Of particular interest are:
1) 2D sparse array probe element locations and "sparesness" (trading resolution against contrast under inspection cost constraint) 2) Probe location -eg. wedge size (maximizing imaging volume under inspection cost constraint) 3) Influence of specimen curvature on the reacheable imaging volume
An example PSF of a reflector under a curved interface is given in Fig. 3 . The probe is depicted by the red circles/bar in the upper extreme of the figure. The refracting interface is a hat like curve; only the longitudinal waves are taken into account; contact medium is water (1480m/s), and the specimen medium is polymer (2850m/s). 5MHz, 16-element probe with 2mm element pitch and 24% bandwidth has been used to highlight the effect of grating lobes. Examples of this approach are presented in Figs 4 and 5, which show a resolution map and side lobe (contrast) map for the same imaging scenario, respectively. Note that the side lobes (contrast) of the image are strongly influenced by the focussing effect of the curved interface and this effect manifests itself as the two 'islands' of lower contrast across the volume of interest. 
VI. SUMMARY
TFM is a very promising, but computationally expensive imaging algorithm. This paper has presented an implementation of TFM that takes 3D curved refracting media interface into account, and maximizes the execution speed on commodity computing hardware. High performance and low cost of this new implementation opens the way for using TFM in industrial applications, both for inspection design and performing the inspection in an interactive mode.
